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A droplet manipulation on a liquid crystal and polymer composite film
as a concentrator and a sun tracker for a concentrating photovoltaic system
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We demonstrate a droplet manipulation on a liquid crystal and polymer composite film (LCPCF) as

a concentrator and a sun tracker for a concentrating photovoltaic (CPV) system with a steady

output electric power. The CPV system adopts a liquid lens on LCPCF whose curvature is not only

tunable but position is also bistably switchable based on liquid crystal orientations on LCPCF. The

change of curvature of the liquid lens results in a tunable concentration ratio which helps to

increase photocurrent at a low illumination and prevent the effect of the series resistance at a high

illumination. Moreover, the change of the position of the liquid lens helps to track sun owing to sun

movement. Therefore, the output power of such a system is steady no matter the sunlight condition

and the angle of incident light. The operating principles and experiments are investigated. The

concept in this paper can be extended to design optical components for obtaining steady output power

of the solar cell at indoor or outdoor use and also tracking sunlight. VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4812391]

I. INTRODUCTION

Solar cells convert the energy of sunlight directly into

electricity.1 The output power generated by conventional so-

lar cells is low, especially at a cloudy day or at an indoor

condition. To increase the irradiance of incident light, a con-

centrating photovoltaic (CPV) system, a solar cell combined

with a concentrating device, is adopted.2 A CPV system can

focus light over a large area into a small area of a solar cell;

nevertheless, the CPV system needs an extra sun tracker in

order to guide the sunlight to the solar cells due to the move-

ment of sun. Two kinds of solar trackers are developed, such

as a Fresnel lens combined with a mechanically tilting plate

and microlens arrays combined with a mechanically posi-

tional shifter.3–5 However, both of sun trackers are bulky and

need mechanical moving part. Moreover, the output electric-

ity changes under different sunlight condition and the differ-

ent incident angles of sun6,7 owing to three main reasons: (1)

insufficient photocurrents at a low illumination, (2) an effect

of the series resistance induced by over saturation of incident

photon flux, and (3) an obliquely incident light under sun

movement. Therefore, it is important to develop a sun-

tracking CPV system with a high and stable output electric

power under both of changes of sunlight conditions and

changes of sunlight movements. Recently, we demonstrated

a concept of a CPV system with a liquid crystal (LC) lens

whose concentration ratio is adjustable in order to overcome

the effect of insufficient photocurrents and the effect of the

series resistance under different sunlight conditions.8–19 As a

result, the output electric power of such a CPV system is

maximal and static under different sunlight conditions.

Although the CPV system generates high electric power

indoors as well as outdoors, it still requires an extra sun

tracker for the sun movement, such as a positional shifter for

the LC lens. Hence, the CPV system needs an optical device

with both of a tunable concentration ratio and a lateral posi-

tional shifter. In these years, we developed a liquid crystal and

polymer composite film (LCPCF) whose surface free energy

is switchable owing to LC orientations and several applica-

tions based on droplet manipulation on LCPCF were devel-

oped as well, such as electro-optical switches, sperm testing

devices, and liquid lenses.16,20–24 In this paper, we demon-

strate a CPV system with a steady output electric power. The

curvature of the liquid lens can be adjusted to affect the con-

centration ratio and the position of the liquid lens can also be

bistably controlled to track the sunlight. As a result, the output

power of the CPV system remains maximally by controlling

the orientations of LCs on LCPCF under various conditions of

sunlight and under the sunlight movement. The operating

principles are investigated and the concept is demonstrated

experimentally. The concept in this paper can provide a guide-

line to design optical components for obtaining steady output

power of the solar cell under variety of sunlight.

II. OPERATING PRINCIPLES

The operating principles of the proposed CPV system

are illustrated in Figs. 1(a)–1(d). In Fig. 1(a), we illustrate

the mechanism of the liquid lens based on the droplet manip-

ulation on LCPCF. A fluidic drop is placed on the LCPCF

and a patterned indium tin oxide (ITO) glass substrate with

three electrode regions is set underneath, as shown in

Fig. 1(a). The patterned ITO glass substrate provides fringe

electric fields at the surface of LCPCF. The ITO electrodes

on the glass substrate were etched with interdigitated chev-

ron patterns, shown as the zigzag electrodes in the Fig. 1(a).

The zigzag ITO strips have corner angles of 150�. The width

and gap of the electrode strips are 4 lm and 14 lm, respec-

tively. In order to manipulate a fluidic drop on LCPCF,

the three regions of the interdigitated chevron electrodes

were patterned identically, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The maina)Electronic mail: yilin@mail.nctu.edu.tw
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concept of the electrode design is to provide electric fields to

change the orientations of LC molecules on LCPCF. The

width, distance, and corner angles of the electrodes affect the

translational distance and the velocity of the fluidic drop.

The fluidic drop is originally located in the middle of the

three electrode regions. When we apply a pulsed voltage to

the right side of the LCPCF (i.e., V3) in Fig. 1(a) for exam-

ple, the fluidic drop moves to the right because the right

region is more hydrophilic or surface free energy of the right

region is higher resulting from the tilts of the LC orientations

as shown in the two square inlets of Fig. 1(a). The relation

between electrically tunable surface free energy of LCPCF

and the LC orientations is discussed previously.25 When we

apply the identical pulsed voltages to V1, V2, and V3, the flu-

idic drop changes its curvature only without moving. When

the fluidic drop is applied pulsed voltages to V3 and V1 by

turns, the fluidic drop moves to the right region and the left

region accordingly. As a result, the functions of the fluidic

drop on LCPCF cannot only be an electrically tunable focus-

ing liquid lens due to the change of the curvature, but also

control the shift of focusing spot along the focusing plane

which usually is the plane of the solar cell located due to the

change of the position of the fluidic drop. This also means

the liquid lens on LCPCF can not only be a concentrator but

also a sun tracker. Then the liquid lens in Fig. 1(a) is placed

on the top of a multi-junction solar cell as shown in

Figs. 1(b)–1(d). In Figs. 1(b) and 1(c), when the sunlight

passes through the liquid lens, the liquid lens changes the

curvature by applying different homogeneous voltages (i.e.,

V1¼V2¼V3�Vtotal) to modulate the number of photons

over an area and over a period of time (i.e., photon-flux den-

sity) to the solar cell. The absorbed photons in the depletion

region of the solar cell generate the free electrons and holes

to form a photocurrent which can be further converted into

an alternating current (AC) by a DC-AC inverter (DAI).

Such an alternating current provides electricity to LCPCF

and a bulb (or other devices). The radius of curvature of the

liquid lens is large, which corresponds to a lower concentra-

tion ratio as a concentrator. We use the lower concentration

ratio of the liquid lens under strong sunlight to prevent the

effect of the series resistance at a high illumination. Under

weak illumination, such as indoor environment as depicted

in Fig. 1(c), the concentration ratio of the liquid lens is

increased by decreasing Vtotal in order to increase photocur-

rent at a low illumination. In this way, the conditions in Figs.

1(b) and 1(c) are able to have the same electric output power.

However, sun moves. Under the movement of sun, the

oblique sunlight results in a decrease of the output power of

FIG. 1. Operating principles of the droplet manipulation on LCPCF for CPV system. (a) The fluidic drop on LCPCF can be manipulated by applied pulsed vol-

tages because of the orientations of LC molecules. The left square inlet indicates the orientations of LC molecules are parallel to y-axis at voltage-off state.

The right inlet indicates the tilt of LC molecules at voltage-off state. The droplet manipulation on LCPCF or the liquid lens in (a) is operated (b) with a low

concentration ratio under strong illumination, and (c) with a high concentration ratio under weak illumination. (d) The liquid lens shifts the location at the

oblique incidence of sunlight.
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the solar cell. In order to compensate the oblique effect of

the sunlight, we shift the position of the liquid lens in order

to shift the oblique sunlight back to the solar cell according

to the droplet manipulation on LCPCF as shown in Fig. 1(d).

Even though oblique sunlight changes the irradiance due to

the change of the ambient conditions (i.e., indoor or out-

door), we can shift the position of liquid lens and change the

radius of curvature simultaneously to maintain the generated

output power.

To prove the operating principles, we assume the

oblique angle of the sun is h with respect to the normal direc-

tion of the solar cell, and is h0 with respect to the normal

direction of the liquid lens, as shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b).

The distance between the liquid lens and the solar cell is d.

As a result, the focused sunlight shifts a distance of

d � tan h0, as shown in Fig. 2(a). In order to compensate the

oblique effect of sunlight, the liquid lens moves a distance of

Dx(V3) by applying a pulsed voltage of V3, as depicted in

Fig. 2(b). From Fig. 2(b), Dx(V3) equals to d � tan h.

Assume the mean photon-flux density (uonesun) is �1 mW/

mm2 as the sun is on the top of the liquid lens and the solar

cell, and S is a sunlight factor which indicates the variation

of sunlight depending on weather conditions. The photon-

flux density (uinput) accepted by the solar cell at the oblique

incidence is expressed as,

uinput ¼ uonesun � S� cos h� CðVtotalÞ; (1)

where C is a voltage-dependent concentration ratio of the liq-

uid lens, defined as the area ratio of the liquid lens to the so-

lar cell at the normal incidence. The oblique effect of

sunlight is considered by multiplying cos h in Eq. (1). In our

previous study, to achieve the maximum of the output elec-

trical power density, uinput should be satisfied,8

kB � T=q� FF� ln
uinput

uonesun

� �
þ 1

� �

� 2�
uinput

uonesun

� JSC;1 � RS þ FF� VOC;1 ¼ 0; (2)

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant (1:38� 10�23 J K�1), T is

temperature in Kelvin, q is the electron charge, FF is the fill

factor, RS is the series resistance, JSC,1 and VOC,1 denote the

short circuit current and open circuit voltage at uinput¼uonesun,

respectively. The solution of uinput in Eq. (2) is a constant,

defined as uS, because the other parameters in Eq. (2)

are fixed. From Eq. (1), uS equals to uonesun � S� cos h
�CðVtotalÞ. Under a normal incidence (i.e., h¼ 0), we adjust

concentration ratio C(Vtotal) satisfying: CðVtotalÞ ¼ uS=
ðuonesun � SÞ in order to maintain the maximum of Pout no

matter the sunlight condition S. Under an oblique incidence

(i.e., h6¼0), we move the liquid lens in a distance of

DxðV3Þ(¼d � tanh) by applying voltage V3 and then re-adjust

the concentration ratio CðVtotalÞ satisfying CðVtotalÞ
¼ uS=ðuonesun � S� cos hÞ. In this way, Pout is still a maxi-

mum. Therefore, manipulating the concentration ratio and the

location of a droplet on LCPCF can be used as a concentrator

and a sun tracker for CPV system at the same time for obtain-

ing a steady and maximum output electric power.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To demonstrate the concept of the proposed CPV sys-

tem, we prepared the LCPCF with the liquid lens. To fabri-

cate LCPCF, we prepared an empty cell consists of a

patterned ITO glass substrate and a glass substrate coated

with a mechanically buffered polyimide layer. Then we filled

the cell with a mixture containing of a nematic LC mixture

E7 (Merck) and a liquid crystalline monomer (4-(3-

Acryloyloxypropyloxy)-benzoic acid 2- methyl-1, 4-phenyl-

ene ester) at 70:30 wt. % ratios, and the cell is exposed to a

UV light. After phase separation and photo-polymerization,

the top glass substrate was peeled off by a thermal-releasing

process. A drop of DI water of 6 ll was dropped on the sol-

idified LCPCF to form a liquid lens. The device was

assembled using another glass substrate to avoid the evapo-

ration of the liquid lens.

To measure the moving distance (Dx) of the liquid lens

induced by the inhomogeneous surface free energy of

LCPCF, we applied a pulsed voltage to LCPCF and recorded

the dynamics of the droplet by a CCD camera (JAI CV-

M30) with a frame rate of 120 frames/s. In the beginning,

the droplet is placed in the middle of the three electrode

regions. We then applied a square pulsed voltage of 200

Vrms to V3 and V1 by turns with a time duration of 1 s and

the frequency (f) of 1 kHz. The results are shown in Figs.

3(a) and 3(b). At t¼ 1 s, the droplet moved to a distance of

0.9 mm when we applied the pulsed voltage of V3¼ 100

Vrms. As we turned off the voltage (i.e., V3¼ 0) at t¼ 2 s, the

liquid lens stayed at the distance of 0.9 mm. At t¼ 3 s, the

FIG. 2. The illustration of the sun-

tracking mechanism by using the

movement of liquid lens. (a) When

the incident angle of sunlight change,

the focusing spot shift a distance of

d � tan h0. (b) To shift the focusing

spot back to the solar cell, the liquid

lens shifts a distance of Dx.
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droplet moved back to the initial location (i.e., Dx¼ 0) when

the applied voltages of V1¼ 200 Vrms and V3¼ 0 Vrms. At

t¼ 4 s, the droplet stayed at the initial location even though

we turned off the voltages. The position of the droplet can be

manipulated bistably by controlling the applied voltages. We

also measured the moving distance of Dx as a function of the

amplitude of V3, as shown in black dots in Fig. 3(b). When

the applied voltage exceeds the threshold voltage (Vth� 50

Vrms), the moving distance Dx of the droplet increases with

the amplitude of V3. The maximum moving distance is

around 1.4 mm, which is limited by the distance between the

left and the right electrodes (i.e., electrode regions of applied

V1 and V3). The moving distance can be improved by the

electrode design.

To measure the concentration ratio of the liquid lens, we

applied a homogeneous electric field (Vtotal¼V1¼V2¼V3)

and recorded the dynamics of the droplet by the same CCD

camera. When we applied voltages to the LCPCF, we meas-

ured the radius of curvature of the droplet of the liquid lens.

According to the radius of curvature, we calculated the focal

length of the liquid lens and then calculated the concentra-

tion ratio by geometrical optics. The results are shown in

blue squares in Fig. 3(b). In Fig. 3(b), the concentration ratio

of the liquid lens is modulated from �5 to �9 by controlling

Vtotal from 200 Vrms to 0 Vrms. The concentration ratio can

be improved by increasing the volume of the liquid lens or

refractive index of the liquid

To measure the output power density of the CPV system, a

white light source (Taiwan Fiber Optics, LSH-150F, irradiance

�1 mW/mm2) was used to mimic the sunlight and to illumi-

nate the liquid lens. The structure of the solar cell was GaInP/

GaInAs/Ge triple junction (Arima, Model T3JG6F055011)

with a wavelength range: 350–1800 nm and the diameter of

1 mm. The solar cell was placed at d¼ 3.2 mm behind the liq-

uid lens and connected to a power supply (Agilent, E3631A)

and a multi-meter (Agilent, 34401 A), as depicted in Fig. 1(b).

We first measured the current-voltage (I-V) curve of the solar

cell and then calculated the output power density as a function

of the voltage. From the relation between the output power

density and the voltage, we chose the maximum output power

density defined as Pout.
8 We measured Pout as a function of the

concentration ratio of the liquid lens by applying voltage under

different sunlight condition (S), as shown in Fig. 4(a). S is

defined as the ratio of the irradiance of the light source to the

irradiance of 1 sun (�1 mW/mm2). From Fig. 4(a), the Pout

increases with the concentration ratio first due to photovoltaic

effect and then decreases after reaching a maximum due to se-

ries resistance effect.8 The concentration ratio to achieve maxi-

mum Pout (�325 lW/mm2) for S¼ 1, 0.85, and 0.7 are 6.4, 7.6,

and 9.0, respectively. This means the solar cell generates the

highest output power density (i.e., 325 lW/mm2 in Fig. 4(a))

under different sunlight condition as long as we adjust the con-

centration ratio of the liquid lens without moving the location

of the liquid lens (i.e., Dx¼ 0 in Figs. 1(d) and 2(b)).

Next, we moved the location of the liquid lens in order

to see the change of Pout under different angle of sunlight

(i.e., h in Figs. 1(d) and 2(b)). The Pout as a function of mov-

ing distance is shown in Fig. 4(b). At the normal incidence

(i.e., h¼ 0�), the output power density decreases with the

moving distance Dx because the focusing spot of sunlight

after passing through the liquid lens shifts away from the so-

lar cell. At h¼ 10�, Pout has a maximum of 322 lW/mm2

when Dx¼ 0.6 mm. At h¼ 20�, Pout has a maximum of

310 lW/mm2 when Dx¼ 1.2 mm. At h¼ 25�, Pout has a

maximum of 302 lW/mm2 when Dx¼ 1.4 mm. As a result,

we can change the position of the liquid lens to trace the sun

in order to obtain the maximum output power density. From

Fig. 4(b), we plotted the moving distance Dx when Pout is

maximal as a function of incident angle h, as shown in black

dots in Fig. 5. We also plotted theoretical Dx as a function of

d � tan h (d is 3.2 mm in our experiments) in black dotted

line in Fig. 5. The experimental results and theoretical results

are similar. Therefore, no matter where the sun is, we can

obtain local maximum Pout in Fig. 4(b) by moving the liquid

lens. We also plotted the local maximum Pout in Fig. 4(b) as

a function of incident angle, as shown in the green dotted

line with squares in Fig. 5. Actually, the local maximum Pout

decreases �93% when the incident angle changes from 0� to

25�. This is because the oblique light results in the decrease

of the photon flux density (i.e., photon numbers per unit area

per unit time). For comparison, we also measured Pout as a

function of the incident angle without the location change of

FIG. 3. (a) The moving distance (Dx) of the liquid lens as a function of an applied pulsed voltage of (V1, V3) of LCPCF. (b) The moving distance of the liquid

lens as a function of the amplitude of V3 (black dots) and the concentration ratio of the liquid lens as a function of Vtotal (blue squares).
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liquid lens (the red dotted line with triangles). As we can

see, the output power density drops dramatically at h> 5� at

Dx¼ 0. However, the output power density drops slowly

when we adjust the location of the liquid lens. As a result,

the output power density drops only 93% even the incident

angle is 25�.
In order to obtain the steady output power density with-

out decrease of 93% as the incident angle changes, we can

move the liquid lens to trace the sun first and then adjust the

concentration ratio of the liquid lens to improve the output

power density. In the experiments, we controlled the angle

of the incident light (i.e., h) and then moved the liquid lens

Dx according to the black dotted line in Fig. 5. After that, we

measured the output power density when changing the con-

centration ratio of the liquid lens. The output power density

as a function of the concentration ratio of the liquid lens is

depicted in Fig. 6. Fig. 6 indicates that the output power

density can have local maximum by adjusting the concentra-

tion ratio of the liquid lens at the different incident angle

which requires the different location of the liquid lens.

Moreover, the local maximums of four curves are identical

�325 lW/mm2. We also plotted Pout as a function of inci-

dent angle after manipulating both of the position and the

concentration ratio of the liquid lens, as shown in blue dotted

line with diamonds in Fig. 5. Therefore, we can manipulate

the position of the liquid lens to trace sun and then change

the concentration ratio of the liquid lens to obtain the steady

output power density. In other words, we can have a steady

output power of the solar cell in spite of sun movement by

manipulating the motion and the curvature of the liquid lens.

According to the experimental results in Fig. 6, the max-

imum uinput in the system is around 6.4 mW/mm2, which is

calculated by putting the experimental parameters back to

Eq. (1): S¼ 1, h¼ 0�, and C¼ 6.4. We can also estimate the

theoretical value of the maximum uinput by means of putting

related parameters into Eq. (2): T¼ 300 K, q¼ 1.6� 10�19

C, FF¼ 0.85, JSC,1¼ 4 mA, VOC,1¼ 2.37 V, and RS¼ 40 kX.

The theoretical uinput (i.e., uS) is around 6.5 mW/mm2 which

is similar to the experimental result (6.4 mW/mm2). This

also means the liquid lens using droplet manipulation on

LCPCF is not only a concentrator but also sun tracker to

make the output power density in the CPV system steady

and maximal. In order to operate the liquid lens on LCPCF,

we have to apply voltage which consumes the energy as

well. As to the power consumption of the liquid lens on

LCPCF, the measured power consumption of LCPCF was

less than 1 lW/mm2 at any applied voltage of LCPCF.

FIG. 4. (a) Output power density as a function of the concentration ratio under different sunlight conditions. (b) Output power density as a function of the mov-

ing distance at different incident angles when S¼ 1 and C¼ 6.4.

FIG. 5. The moving distance as a function of incident angle (black dots).

The output power density as a function of incident angle when Dx¼ 0 mm

(red triangles). Output power density as a function of incident angle with the

manipulation of the moving distance Dx of the liquid lens (green squares).

The output power density as a function of incident angle with the manipula-

tion of both of moving distance Dx and the concentration ratio C (blue

diamonds).

FIG. 6. The output power density as a function of concentration ratio at dif-

ferent incident angles and at related moving distance Dx. The relation

between incident angles and the moving distance is plotted in the black dots

in Fig. 5.
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Compared to the output power density �325 lW/mm2, the

energy gain is larger than �300 lW/mm2 and the power con-

sumption of the liquid lens on LCPCF can be neglected.

IV. CONCLUSION

A CPV system with a steady electrical output adopting a

droplet manipulation on a LCPCF, a liquid lens, as a concen-

trator and a sun tracker was demonstrated. On the basis of

changing the concentration ratio and location of the liquid

lens on LCPCF, the CPV system can be operated in the fixed

and maximum output power density under different irradi-

ance and incident angles of sunlight. To further improve out-

put power density, both the areas of the solar cell and the

aperture size of the liquid lens should be increased in order

to increase the concentration ratio. Improving the materials

of solar cells with better performance is also a way to go. To

improve the sun-tracking angle (625� in our experiments),

we can increase the moving distance of the liquid lens (i.e.,

Dx) by means of better electrode design, arrays designs of

the CPV system or increase the concentration ratio of the liq-

uid lens.26 For the practical application of large sized solar

cell modules, we can use arrays of liquid lens on LCPCF

combined with solar cell arrays. Each individual liquid lens

on LCPCF is in charge of individual solar cell of the solar

cell arrays. In this way, the output power can be further

enlarged. The concept we proposed can not only provide a

guideline to design other optical components for obtaining

steady output power of the solar cell under variety of sun-

light, but also be applied to design image stabilization sys-

tem for the cameras and cell phones.
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